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SPECIFIC COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE AUTHOR:

     

I found this an interesting and timely article concerned with access and quality of health care across three differing countries and derived from multiple survey data across three sampling frames. However, conceptually the article is at times in disagreement with itself. The article first touts the many gains in health across populations and of the world and then attempts to focus on the limitations and adequacy issues with each of the surveyed countries health care systems. This isn’t really a synthesis or comparison and contrast issue, it detracts to some extent form the arguments that the author(s) are attempting to make relative to findings.


Further, the papers opening argument of improved health points to gains made in public health and preventative care as positively affecting the perceptions of the public about the merits of advances in  public health,  but then begins to analyze or evaluate survey data on  perceptions involving access to secondary care and related non-preventative care. Though, there are differences in the levels of public funding and policy supports for these in the countries surveyed.


The current is under referenced for a major scholarly manuscript relative to the sweeping arguments and comparisons made from the available data. As the sampling efforts reported, occurred in three waves and under some differences of conditions over a substantial period of time, the paper fails to address any major policy or access updates, or changes in health service delivery occurring between the surveys for each country, yet pins its major arguments to policy changes and relative differences.


The table (Table 1) of which there are no others is also problematic. It lacks clear capacity to mark the relative comparisons of one country to another and across time relative to any health care policy changes. I think that it could benefit greatly from a comparison of the tree countries surveyed for each time frame (Tables 19 country a, b and c), 2 and 3), then a 4th table focused on highlighting the major differences across the three countries over time. It could also benefit greatly from a timeline analysis graph annotating major health policy changes across the surveyed tome frames, or earlier if hypothesized, or argued, as causal or related. Then an explanatory model of how polices or delivery and funding choices have differentially affected the general health of the public in each of the surveyed countries would provide ample depth of critical analysis needed to fully support the comparisons made.

This paper contains relevant and timely subject matter which should at some point be published, but in this draft lacks the conceptual mastery and critical analysis to hold its own against other similar publications. The paper needs re-written with attention to the above reviewed details, or more.





